ABSTRACT: The control and modeling problem of four-wheel rover is studied under lunar soft soil and low gravity. The Newton -Euler dynamic model of the four-wheel rover is established by constructing the D-H coordinate system of the rover and gets the value of the wheel angular velocity, and the steering angle is determined by the method of non-holonomic constraints. A closed-loop motion control system for linear velocity and angular velocity feedback regulation of rover is designed and realized by combining the model of wheel terrain mechanics. The experimental results show that the dynamic characteristics of the rover in the process of cruise and the designed motion control system can effectively reduce the disturbance of the external terrain environment and realize the tracking control of the rover linear velocity and angular velocity.
INTRODUCTION
Four-wheel rover is widely used in varieties of harsh environments by its simple and practical features. At present, most of the planetary exploration rover use rocker structure to adapt the complex terrain environment, most of their traction drive using the method of open loop kinematics [1] [2] [3] . The structure of four-wheel rover is relatively simple, but it needs to consider the impact of unstructured terrain on the rocker and other passive deformation mechanism. In rough terrain, every dynamic model of the driving wheel is a set of second order nonlinear equations and solving them is very difficult [4, 5] . The D-H coordinate system is established according to the rover structure, which can simplify equations or reduce the number of equations for being equal to degree of freedom.
The dynamic mathematical model of the lunar rover is a set of affine differential equations [5] , and the control method for this kind of object is mature. A RTC control algorithm is proposed by Karl Iagnemma [6] [7] . The strategy of the algorithm is according to the estimation of the vehicle sensor information, and the wheel ground contact force is selected to satisfy the force constraint. At the same time, it controls torque to make the planetary rover minimize the energy consumption on flat terrain, and the driving ability is the maximum in rough terrain. Kazuya Yoshida analyzed and studied that the relationship of load-traction factor versus the slip ratio is modeled theoretically [8] [9] . The method is based on wheel soil interaction theory, using the wheel slip ratio as the state variable. But he did not elaborate on the actual control strategy.
In this paper, the motion control and modeling methods of the four-wheel rover are studied. The velocity of each wheel and wheel steering angle are calculated by using the method of inverse kinematics and nonholonomic constraints, and then introduces the overall framework of the four-wheel rover and design of the four-wheel rover of the closed-loop motion control system. A simulation experiment is carried out to assess the performance of the system finally.
THE ROVER STRUCTURE
The structure of the rover is shown in Figure 1 . The rover is composed of a rover cabin, two rockers, four steering motors and four independent driving wheels. The two ends of the rocker are respectively connected with the steering mechanism and the device which connects with rocker and rover cabin. The left and right rockers are hinged with the rover cabin through the differential which has no input shaft, and is a passive mechanism. The connecting device between the rocker and the rover cabin can move and make the four-wheels utmost to touch the ground so that the rover could keep stable under different terrain conditions. 1-Rover cabin; 2-The device of connecting rocker and rover cabin; 3-Rocker; 4-Steering Mechanism; 5-Wheel In this paper, the D-H coordinate system is used to describe each of the rover joints. The Z axis is set to the rotation axis, the X axis points to the direction of motion, and the principle of selecting the coordinate system is to make the transformation matrix form concise. The coordinate frames for rover's left side are shown in Figure 2 . The left and right sides of the rover are symmetrical, and the right side coordinate system is similar to the left. The two sides of the wheel are numbered as follows: wheel 1 (left front wheel LF), wheel 2 (right front wheel RF), wheel 3 (left rear wheel LR), and wheel 4 (right rear wheel RR). The meanings of each coordinate system are as follows: D: Rover center coordinate system which the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the bogie horizontal axis; R: The rover coordinate system with its origin at the rover centroid; R(-): Rover instantaneous coincidence coordinate system; Ai: The drive shaft coordinate system under wheel i; Si: meaning steering axis coordinate system under wheel i; ρ: The steering angle of the bogie of the rover; ψi: Steering angle of wheel i; θi: Rotation angle of wheel i; Where i=1, 2, 3, 4. The D-H parameters of the rover are detailed in Table 1 .
Inverse kinematics
The task of rover inverse kinematics is to get the angular velocity i   and the steering angle ψi of a single wheel by desired motion speed of rover, in order to reach the desired state of the rover. In addition to the rover coordinate system, it is necessary to establish two coordinate system Ci and i C .
Ci is the wheel terrain contact coordinate system and i C is instantaneous motion coordinate system, as is shown in Figure 3 The transformation matrix from Ci to Ci can be expressed as:
According to the connecting structure of the rover, the homogeneous transformation matrix of Ci to R can be established:
The transform matrix of rover coordinate system R from time (t -Δt) to time t is then given as:
As the transform matrix
T is independent of time, using Z-Y-X Euler angles yaw z  (rotation about the Z-axis, the following is similar), pitch y  and roll x  , the two hand sides of the Equation (3) take the differential transformation:
Based on the principle of corresponding terms are equal on both hand sides of Equation (4), the kinetic equation can be derived:
Where i=1, 2, 3, 4; , , are angular rate; is the slip rate and Ji (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the Jacobian matrix of the wheels. According to the above expressions, the inverse kinematics model is obtained for the fourwheel rover. The equation describes the rotation of the wheels and the moving of the parts which are connected with the rover cabin has an effect on the rover's moving.
If (6) Then we can get the single wheel angular rate:
i=1, 2, 3, 4
Next we will derive the inverse kinematics equation of wheel steering angle. If instantaneous rotation center denoted L and it is given by: (8) Where is the desired translational rate, and is the rotation rate.
The matrix LR in the rover coordinate system under the instantaneous rotation center is found to have the following form:
Therefore, the instantaneous rotation center under wheel terrain contact coordinate system Ci is:
Since the x axis of Ci and the rotation center of the vector i C L  vertical, and therefore the steering angle of each wheel is as follows:
Where i =1, 2, 3, 4.
Wheel terrain interaction
According to the Bakker wheel terrain interaction model, stress analysis of single wheel as shown in Figure 4 . The normal stress in the contact surface of angle θ is σ(θ) , and the tangential stress is τ(θ). The angle from the vertical at which the wheel first makes contact with the terrain is denoted θ1. The angle from the vertical at which the wheel loses contact with the terrain is denoted θ2 [10] . Because the model's computation is complicated and is not easy to calculate, the simplified model is mostly used in practical application. Assuming that the wheel and the terrain are the single point contact and the maximum stress at the contact point, as is shown in Figure 5 . The integral of the sum of stress on the contact surface are normal force W, tangential traction Ft, lateral thrust Fl respectively. W and vertical load Wd balancing and determines the wheel sinkage. The difference between Ft and pulling force DP cause the wheel linear acceleration. The difference between the resultant moment of W and Ft and the drive motor torque T control the wheel rotation angular acceleration. Each pair of the forces balance when the rover in uniform linear motion. As the properties of the shear and normal stress distribution curves are approximately linear for a diverse range of terrains [10] , Karl Iagnemma simplified the stress calculation and made the integral of stress more easily to be solved and the precision is relatively high. The Simplified equations can be written as: (12) where, two assumptions are made: (1) the elasticity of soil is relatively small, so θ2≈0; (2) locations of the maximum shear and normal stress occur at the same place θm [10] . Through the analysis of the force on the wheel, combine Equation (12), and then we can obtain the following equation:
Where, r is the wheel radius, b is the wheel width, S is the contact area of the wheel and terrain, B is the lateral contact force constant. We can use the shooting method to obtain more accurate entry angle by the principle of W and Wd balance, and then Ft and Fl are obtained in high precision.
THE SIMULATION SYSTEM

The basic framework
Rover simulation system mainly consists of two parts: scene simulation system and dynamic calculation system. The virtual realization of rover simulation system is scene simulation system and corresponds to the shell of rover simulation system; the calculation of rover simulation system is dynamic calculation system and corresponds to the nucleus of the simulation system. The scene simulation system provide rover simulation system with initial configuration and local topographic map. Dynamic calculation system uploads the calculation result (position/ velocity/ acceleration/ force/moment) to scene simulation system in order to display the scene and provide the mission planning with the information. They exchange data by real time communication between processes.
Motion control system
With the above motion control and wheel terrain mechanical model, the rover motion control system can be established as follows, as shown in Figure 6 . It inputs the desired velocity (include linear and angular velocities) of rover in man-machine interface and pass through motion control module after the feedback regulation. The wheel angular velocity and steering angle are calculated by the method of the inverse kinematics and non-holonomic constraint, and then as the rover dynamics model of input after motor function. According to the position and attitude of wheel, the wheel terrain contact detection module calculate the wheel terrain contact area, the entry angle, and the departure angle, and then pass them to wheel terrain interaction model. In combination with slip rate, the forces (normal force W, tangential traction Ft, and lateral thrust Fl) are obtained by wheel terrain interaction model, as the input of rover dynamics model. According to the ODE (open dynamic engine) calculation results, dynamic model gets the wheel position, angular velocities and translational velocities, which are used to compute slip rate and as the input of wheel terrain contact detection module. The rover's calculated velocity as the closed loop control feedback and to achieve the desired velocity tracking correction. , K=0.03m. Assuming that the rover's linear velocity is 6cm/s, angular velocity is 0 o /s and it climbs forward, the simulation step is 0.01s. In order to analyze the experimental results intuitively, the simulation process in the paper is: the rover travels from the ground up to the slope and finally leave the slope with its angle is 9. The correctness of the dynamic model is mainly verified by rover attitude angle. Similarly, the correctness of wheel terrain interaction is verified by normal force. The dynamic simulation curves are shown as follows: The attitude angle curve of the rover is shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen from the chart that the rover's roll angle and yaw angle remain unchanged in the simulation process. The pitch angle is zero initially and increases gradually with the increase of time step, which remains stable eventually. The rover leaves the slope during time step of 1200~1400. The pitch angle decreases first and then increases to 0 and remained stable Figure 9 . Wheel-Terrain Normal force curve. Figure 9 is a graph where wheel terrain normal force varies with time. It can be seen from the chart that the normal force of four wheels is equal in the initial state and at the time when the rover on flat ground. But when the rover travels up to the slope, the rover center of gravity moves backward, front wheels' normal force decreases, by contrast, the rear wheels' on the increase. As the front wheels touch the ground first when the rover leaves the slope, the front wheels' normal force increases abruptly, at this time the rear wheels' in the reduction. When the car is out of the slope completely, the normal forces of front and rear wheels' return to initial state. Figure 10 is a feedback regulation curve graph which the rover motion control system adjusts linear velocity and angular velocity to reach the expected value. The linear velocity and angular velocity of the rover in uphill and downhill stage remained relatively stable and didn't have any large fluctuations, and the desired value can be accurately tracked.
CONCLUSIONS
By constructing the rover D-H coordinate system, the dynamic relationship between the rover and the wheels are established in the paper. This method simplifies the analytical calculation and speed up the pace of iteration. It makes improvement on dynamic calculating in combination with the simplified model of wheel terrain interaction, the dynamic model of four wheels rover is developed based on rigid wheel -soft soil. The model is validated by the 3D visual dynamic simulation platform and it can accurately simulate the movement of the rover. The increase or decrease of the rover attitude angle and wheel terrain normal forces is in conformity with terrain changes. The linear velocity and angular velocity of the rover are insensitive to external disturbance and the closed-loop feedback control to achieve a better tracking. The four wheels rover meets the requirements of dynamic performance. The next step is to try to test rover performance in complex terrain and make some improvements in the control method to improve rover stability and accuracy of the calculation.
